Why Tavant Technologies?

Benefits from our automation framework
- Highly scalable and customizable framework
- Knowledge of variety of tools from open source to commercial tools
- Test automation process adherence, scripting standards, industry best practices to ensure test automation effectiveness

Benefits from our performance test methodology
- Goal based proactive performance testing
- Knowledge of variety of tools from open source to commercial tools
- Dedicated Labs and infrastructure for extensive scalability and reliability testing

At Tavant, software quality is taken very seriously. Tavant’s experts are committed to comprehensive quality assurance right from requirements gaps to UAT management. With a large set of best practices that span the entire software development life cycle, Tavant possesses a library of reference-able test cases that significantly reduce test case development time.

Tavant also brings extensive knowledge and document management to help reduce test cycles time significantly. Our deep understanding of technologies allows us to cater to rich internet applications, Data warehousing, Web services and API level testing.

Tavant’s Tools Expertise

**Test design**
- All pairs
- Decision table
- User stories

**Performance**
- Load runner
- HTTP load
- Jmeter
- Grinder

**Unit testing**
- Junit, Nunit
- Jcoverage
- Infrared

**Security**
- Paros
- WebScarab

**Debugging tool**
- Fiddler
- Firebug
- Web developer

**Functional automation**
- QTP, Silk test
- Selenium

**Test process management**
- Quality center
- Testlink

**Defect management**
- Quality center
- Clearquest
- Jira

**Tavant’s Automation Methodology**

**Initiation**
- Tool Evaluation
- Process/Standards
- Project configuration

**Design**
- Automation Approach
- Common library development
- Configuration control
- Project related script development

**Execution**
- Reporting/Dashboard
- Environment Management
- Execution

**Maintenance**
- Knowledge maintenance
- Script maintenance

**Tavant Automation Framework**

Customer Success Stories

**Electronic Arts**
- Online gaming platform to enable everyone to create, play and share games

**MLB**
- Feature enhancement and maintenance of one of the most heavily trafficked website in the world

**Jive**
- Enhance and deploy next generation collaborative platform

**TiVo**
- Revenue generation product with best-in-class program and commercial viewership metrics

Contact Us

E: bizdev@tavant.com
W: www.tavant.com
T: (866) 9-TAVANT